






 

To feel it is to want it
No other watercraft can give you that 
very special ‘WaveRunner feeling’ Why? 
Because it’s taken years of development 
and dedication to technical innovation to 
create it – and to deliver our remarkable 
line-up of class-leading models. Every detail 
of technology and styling makes you feel at 
one with your machine and in harmony with 
the water. It’s what makes the WaveRunner 
riding experience so utterly different – and so 
completely unique.

Power on the water
A smooth, quiet, economical Yamaha 
engine is the high-performance heart of 
your WaveRunner. Made exclusively for the 
water from the very beginning, it’s bred to 
perform faultlessly in this hugely demanding 
environment, employing the very latest 
marine technologies – all harnessed for your 
pleasure and enjoyment.

Innovation is our art
Yamaha is renowned in the watercraft 
industry for pioneering many world-first 
advances, but our technical innovations are 
simply breathtaking. From the latest cutting-
edge TR-1 engines to the revolutionary 
and exclusive RiDE® system, with its 
intuitive control. From the convenience of 
electronic trim to the super-light, super-
tough NanoXcel2 hull material. At Yamaha, 
innovation is an art in itself.

Find out much more at Yamaha-marine.eu

The Yamaha DifferenceThe Yamaha Difference



 

A new level of confidence for every rider at every 
level. Simply pull the throttle lever on the right 
hand-grip to move forward and accelerate - pull the 
lever on the left grip to slow down or reverse. It’s 
really that simple!

The remarkable electronic trim system, with its 2 
simple buttons by the left grip, offers complete 
control, on-the-fly. Just click in the trim as you pull 
a tight turn - and then trim out to blast away at top 
speed.

This unique system has ‘intelligent’ features – 
Cruise-Assist to set and maintain speeds, No Wake 
Mode to help navigate easily through low speed 
areas – and Reverse Traction Control to prevent 
over-revving in reverse.

NanoXcel® hulls and decks are lightweight, tough 
and smooth, thanks to patented nanotechnology 
that creates incredibly strong intermolecular 
bonding and results in a 25% weight saving over 
conventional materials.

NanoXcel® - yet just as rigid and strong. For 
example, it shaves 21Kg/46lbs off the hull of the 
GP1800R SVHO for faster acceleration, higher top 
speed and greater economy.

An advantage that helps fine-tune the machine 
to your own style of riding. Some models have 
telescopic adjustment – others have a special 4-step, 
tilt-adjustable system, adding to the luxury of the 
WaveRunner experience.

Practical, thoughtfully designed storage space is 
appreciated by WaveRunner riders, so you’ll find 
spacious, water-resistant compartments on most 
models. Perfect for those snacks, cool drinks, tow 
ropes – and sunglasses.

The outstanding supercharged SVHO version of the 
1812cc engine in our top models is just as smooth 
and reliable, but delivers 20% more power! Discover 
it in all the FX SVHO models and the GP1800R SVHO.

RiDE - it’s a revolution Electric trim - so easy! Electronic throttle control NanoXcel - light and strong

NanoXcel 2 - Even lighter and 
stronger

Adjustable steering Storage The Super Vortex HO engine
















































































